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1. Introduction
This paper extends the equations in Kamiryo [2005b and 2005c], concentrating on the
measurement of the cost of capital and the valuation ratios of capital and consumption. This
will clarify the relationship between saving and consumption and also the relationship between
consumption and compensation/wages in national disposable income. Taxes in GDP will be
finally distributed to saving and consumption, where saving corresponds with net investment
after depreciation.1) Wages and rental (as the amount of capital services) must be estimated so
that the sum of wages and rental is equal to the sum of saving and consumption, which is
proved using equations in equilibrium.2) When the cost of capital3) in the government sector is
significantly minus due to budget deficit (as seen in most EU and Asian countries), it lowers
economic growth as a country. When saving is too much as in Singapore and Malaysia, the
difference between saving and rental (or, consumption and wages) is enlarged. In any case,
we need to pay more attention to a modified technology-golden rule, where the rate of saving
1) The literature shows net investment as gross investment less depreciation, where depreciation is
given. My model directly uses net investment without setting depreciation and the depreciation
rate as external. Since my endogenous model measures the rate of technological progress, an
endogenous depreciation rate is, as a whole, connected with the growth rate of capital (or the ratio
of net investment to capital). This idea is important in estimating capital when capital is not
available. However, my model clarifies the relationship between the growth rate of capital
(using net investment, hereafter “investment”) and the depreciation rate under convergence. For
example, if gross investment is zero (at minimum), the growth rate of capital equals the
depreciation rate under convergence (this is stated in Appendix).
2) The current SNA assumes that gross operating surplus of the government sector equals deprecia-
tion or that rental is zero. In this case, we cannot measure the ratio of rental to capital for the
government sector.
3) The cost of capital in this paper corresponds with the user costs of capital defined by Hall and
Jorgenson (1967) and Paul Schreyer (OECD, 2004). However, the literature discusses this con-
cept as external, where the market interest rate, the depreciation rate, and asset price change are
used. My cost of capital is endogenous and takes into consideration the growth rate of output.
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equals the relative share of profit under technological progress.
After discussing the cost of capital and the valuation ratio, this paper will present basics of
the relationship between the current external balance (the balance of payment that excludes
capital transfers, net), budget deficit, and the difference between saving and investment in the
private sector. The literature does not clarify each sector’s influence on the growth rate and
the ratio of rental to capital. The relationship between the ratio of investment to output, i, and
the growth rate under convergence (in the balanced growth-state) is not formulated yet. I will
clarify this point using extended equations. Furthermore, if the rate of saving in the govern-
ment sector is negatively significant, what is an opportunity cost of deficit?
2. Further extended equations under convergence
2.1 Review of compensation/wages in national income using a function of consumption
National accounts express the relationship between compensation of employed persons/
wages (hereafter wages) and returns/profit/rental (hereafter rental) in output and saving and
consumption. Wages in GDP turn to consumption in national disposable income (NDI). The
relationship between GDP and NDI in national accounts is shown using capital consumption
(DEP), indirect taxes (TAX(IND)) and subsidies (SUBS): GDP - DEP - TAX(IND) + SUBS = NDI. After
depreciation and tax redistribution, wages and rental in GDP are absorbed into consumption and
saving in NDI. In equilibrium, output as the supply-side is equal to income as the demand-side.
How can I measure/estimate this equal relationship? Modified wages and rental are esti-
mated using a function of consumption (see Kamiryo [2005b]), where output=income4) (hereaf-
ter, output, Y) integrates the rate of rental in production, r, and the discount rate, rho, in
consumption. The value of (rho/r) is 1.0 when the rate of saving equals the relative share of
rental and is determined so that the product of the capital-labor ratio and the ratio of rental to
wages is fixed and equal to the relative share of rental, a. (see Kamiryo [2004c]). Wages and
rental are estimated so as to satisfy the marginal productivities of capital and labor at maximum
and the corresponding consumption at optimum. As a result, I am able to estimate rental and
accordingly, the ratio of rental to capital and these are estimated simultaneously with wages
4) To show actual situations conservatively, I prefer NDI to “NDI + factor income abroad” (except
for the case of the present valuation of wealth) and also for national saving, I prefer “the differ-
ence between saving and net investment” to “financial surplus /deficit,” whose difference is capi-
tal transfers, net.
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and accordingly, the relative share of labor, each by year and sector. The above is my starting
point in this paper.
In the function of consumption, (rho/r)(1-a) or (rho/r)(c), a discount rate of consumption,
rho, is used for the present values of saving and consumption each as a flow, and r is the maxi-
mum rate of rental and used for the present values of rental and wages each as a flow. A basic
equation is shown (see Eq. 11 in Kamiryo [2005b]):
( ) / ( / ) ( / )( ),1 1- = = -a ac rho r c rho rand (1)
Or, rho r s( ) ( )1 1- = -a , where c is the ratio of consumption to output: c C Y= / .
Suggested by the idea of Jan Tinbergen [1960], I extend Eq. 1 to Eq. 1-2, by introducing
the capital-output ratio W* and using the investment ratio, i, instead of c.
( / ) / (( ) )* *rho r iW W= -1 a . (1-2)
Eq. 1-2 is needed to know W* ( )i  or the change in W*, to the change in the investment
ratio, i. As a result, Eq. 1-2 makes it possible to find b * *( )W  through b * ( )i .
2.2 The cost of capital and the valuation ration of capital using the rate of rental and the
growth rate of output under convergence
This section clarifies the characteristics of such variables as the capital-output ratio, W*,
the rate of rental, r*, the growth rate of output, gY* , and the growth rate of per capita output, gy* ,
each under optimum convergence, where the relationship between the rate of saving and the
relative share of rental will be shown using q ∫ i s/ .
Before starting, I will conclusively show related equations (see Eqs. 8 to 11 in Kamiryo
[2005c]). This purpose is to directly confirm the relationship between the ratio of rental to
capital and the growth rate. Note that each equation is expressed, setting the ratio of invest-
ment ratio to output as an independent variable, but each equation needs to fix other param-
eters.
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Next, the rate of technological progress is expressed as g iA* *( )= - =1 bd a , where
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g t i k tA A( ) ( )= ◊ -a d  and a = d . Then, gY*  in discrete time is formulated by inserting
g iA* *( )= - =1 bd a  into a well-known g
g n
nY
A*
* ( )= +
-
+1
1 a
.
6) (4)
Then, the relationship between the ratio of rental to capital and the growth rate of output
under convergence is now derived by using A i n= - +
-
=( )( )*1 1
1
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d a
 for both the above r* in Eq.
3 and the above gY*  in Eq. 4.
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In Eq. 5, I define the coefficient of a modified-technology golden rule, a GOLDEN , as i ◊ b *
(hereafter, for simplicity, I abbreviate b d a=*  as b *).
Now, I will first explain the relationship between the conventional golden rule under no
technology and mine under technological progress and then clarify the character of
a bGOLDEN i= ◊ *.
a b q bGOLDEN i s= ◊ = ◊ ◊* * ,  where q ∫ i s/  and, (6)
if a a= GOLDEN , 
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First, a b a q b/ /* *i s◊ = ◊ ◊  presents a special/generalized condition for the a = s in the
golden rule/age which Phelps [1961, 1965] finalized under no technology. I call a b/ *i ◊  “a
coefficient of the golden rule.” Using Eq. 6, the differences between generalized and conven-
tional rules are indicated as follows:
1. If I assume no technological progress, b * = 1 and a GOLDEN i=  hold.
2. If I assume that net investment is equal to saving, q = 1 and a bGOLDEN s= ◊ * hold.
3. If I assume that b * = 1 and q = 1, a aGOLDEN s= =  hold, reducing to the conventional
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golden rule.
In Eq.5, when b * π 1 and q π 1, a modified technology-golden rule holds as follows:
1. If a a> >GOLDEN Yr g, * *  holds.
2. If a a= =GOLDEN Yr g, * *  holds.
3. a a< <GOLDEN Yr g, * *  holds.
The ratio of net investment to saving, q = i / s, is less than 1.0 when exports exceed imports,
and also q = i / s is more than 1.0 in the government sector when government budget shows
deficit.
In Eq. 5, when a = s = i (as in the conventional golden rule) and b * π 1, the modified tech-
nology-golden rule holds as follows:
1. If b * * *,< >1 r gY  holds under a plus technology.
2. If b * * *,= =1 r gY  holds under no technology.
3. If b * * *,> <1 r gY  holds under a minus technology.
In the above cases, the relationship between the rate of optimum rental, r*, and the growth
rate of output under convergence, gY* , is expressed as the endogenous cost of capital,
r gY* *- . I use the terminology of the “endogenous” cost of capital to distinguish the cost of
capital or the discount rate in the literature with mine. For example, Tobin James and Will-
iam C. Brainard [1977, 244–245]7) indicate that the discount rate is not any observed interest
rate on long-term bonds or other fixed-money-value obligations, and express the marginal effi-
ciency of capital R (that corresponds with r* in this paper) and the discount rate rK (that corre-
sponds with r gY* *-  in this paper), each in a continuous case, but each are not observable.
However, an endogenous cost of capital here is formulated as,
g i rY*
*
*
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7) According to Tobin James and William C. Brainard [1977, 245], the marginal efficiency of capi-
tal R is defined by the equation, V E t e dtRt= -
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and, b * *( )W  is equal to b * ( )i  if W* ( )i  is introduced. The capital-output ratio is constant in
b * ( )i  if W* ( )i  is not introduced.
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The above endogenous cost of capital (hereafter, for simplicity, abbreviating “endogenous” as
the cost of capital) must be plus. The required conditions are beta* < 1 and a / i · b* > 1.
This cost of capital also corresponds with Arrow’s [1990, xviii] discount factor for utilities
when the discount rate of consumers, rho, is equal to the endogenous ratio of rental to capital,
r
*
. I will further discuss the relationship between rho and r* when I introduce newly the valu-
ation ratio of “consumption” (see below).
Proposition 1: If the a bGOLDEN i= ◊ *  is less than alpha, the cost of capital is plus.
This implies that the relationship between alpha and the ratio of net investment to output,
i, determines a change in sign of the cost of capital, together with an effective range of beta*
that exists roughly between 0.7 and 0.95: If alpha = 0.12 and beta* = 0.7 as in the private sec-
tor, i must be less than 0.17 = 0.12 ∏ 0.7. If alpha = 0.08 and beta* = 0.95 as in the govern-
ment sector, i must be less than 0.084 = 0.08 ∏ 0.95. This suggests that the ratio of net invest-
ment to output in the government sector should be less than 0.1.
Next, the valuation ratios of capital and consumption, v V KK K∫ /  and v V CC C STOCK∫ / ,
will be discussed. First, the valuation ratio of capital, defined as the valuation value of capi-
tal, VK, to capital, K, is shown:
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The valuation ratio of capital is shown as a three dimensional graph by using Eq. 8.
Then, by reforming Eq. 8,
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Eq. 9 is a hyperbolic function of beta*: vK ( )*b , where the vertical asymptote is shown as a / i
and the curvature of this function is equal to a / i . Since the curvature is now independent of
beta*, Eq. 8 is used at the same time. Eq. 9 is useful to policy-makers in that the relationship
between rental and net investment determines the vertical asymptote.
The above valuation ratio of capital in real assets, vK, is compatible with Tobin’s [1980,
pp. 84–96] qK for firms. The value of qK is estimated using the market discount rate for the
market valuation of capital, and the value of vK is estimated using the endogenous cost of capi-
tal for the endogenous valuation of capital, by assuming that capital is equal to replacement/
reproduction cost and the optimum rate of rental that expresses the marginal productivity/effi-
ciency of capital is equal to an internal rate of return (IRR) under convergence.11) Tobin
[ibid., 90], after confirming that the above qK is a weighted average of qE for equity and q for
borrowings, indicates that businesses can be modeled as if they are pure equity firms, citing the
Modigliani-Miller theorem. The above vK and qK are the valuation ratios for aggregated real
capital in national accounts and thus, I treat vK as if it is pure equity (citing the above expres-
sion) or a weighted average: borrowings are only discussed in financial assets. The surplus of
funds lying as the difference between real and financial assets will be discussed by taking into
consideration the current external balance together with capital transfers.
Now in detail, I will discuss the character of the valuation ratio, vK and lead to setting up a
proposition. Eq. 8 indicates directly the relationship between the ratio of net investment and
the valuation ratio. Similarly to Tobin’s qK, the valuation ratio vK is required to be more than
1.0. The ranges of the valuation ratio are shown step by step using the following cases:
Case 1: If i ◊ <b a* ,  vK > 0 holds.
Case 2: If i ◊ =b a* , vK  is impossible to get.
Case 3: If i ◊ =b * 0 or b * = 0, vK = 1 holds.
Case 4: If i ◊ b *  is less than a, vK is more than 1.0.
Case 5: If i ◊ =b a* . ,0 5  vK = 2 holds.
Case 6: If i ◊ <b a* . ,0 5  vK > 2 holds.
11) According to Kyoury, Sarkis J., and Torrence D. Parsons [1981, 59], te difference between net
present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) is shown as follows: “The IRR method is
equivalent to the NPV method in every respect except for the discount factor. In the NPV calcu-
lation the discount factor is known and is equal to the cost of capital. In the IRR case the dis-
count factor is unknown and it may be much higher than the cost of capital.” Tobin James
[1980, 89], for capital valuation uses the terminology of the IRR for replacement cost of capital,
which corresponds with the optimum rate of rental r* in my model.
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The effective range of the valuation ratio exists in the above Cases 4 to 6. At the same time,
the effective range of beta* exists when beta* is less than 1.0; e.g., 0.7 to 0.95. Tobin and
Brainard [ibid., Table 2, 254] show that qK roughly ranges between 1.5 to 2.5 for firms. My
empirical results show similar tendencies, depending on different situations by country (see
below). Note that if the optimum rate of rental is equal to the growth rate of output under
convergence, the endogenous cost of capital is impossible to get. This is called the Petersburg
paradox. I already indicated the existence and measurement of this paradox in Kamiryo
[2004b], but this indication was made before my introduction of a function of consumption into
the Cobb-Douglas production function.
Proposition 2: If the relative share of rental, alpha, equals the product of the ratio of net
investment to output, i, and beta*, the Petersburg paradox [David Durand, 1956] exists: a =
a GOLDEN = i · beta*, where the endogenous cost of capital is zero due to the ratio of rental to
capital equals the growth rate of output under convergence: r gY* * .=
Proposition 3:12) If the a bGOLDEN i= ◊ *  is less than alpha within an effective range of beta*,
the valuation ratio v V KK = /  will be higher and more stable in an effective range of the valu-
ation ratio: vK > 1.
Now back to Eq. 9, the vertical asymptote of the valuation ratio is shown by a / :i  the
higher a / i  the more stable the valuation ratio is. It is interesting to confirm the relationship
between the financial parameter q =  i / a and the vertical asymptote.
Using 
i i
s s sa
a q a= =/ / ,
q a
a
a a∫ = ◊ =i
s s
i
s i
/
 is confirmed. (10)
And thus,
s i s s
s i
- = - = -ÊË
ˆ
¯( ) /1 1q
a a
 is obtained. (11)
12) Here I will explain the relationship between capital stock and its valuation value. The above
propositions hold regardless of whether the present value of capital, K, includes price change or
not. The price change is evaluated by the asset market, using asset price indices. The alterna-
tive perpetual inventory method (PIM) in OECD (2001) takes into consideration this price
change. The endogenous cost of capital in this paper uses the ratio of rental to capital, which
does not include market evaluation. Therefore, the valuation ratio is slightly influenced by the
initial capital stock K if price change is included in K. The initial capital stock in this paper is
estimated using my own method (Kamiryo, 2004c), supplemented by a rough PIM for a whole
capital (not dividing by the type of asset as in PIM in the literature).
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Eq. 11 shows the relationship between s - i and i/s. In Eq. 11, a / s is related to the conven-
tional golden rule and a / i is the vertical asymptote of the valuation ratio of capital. When Eq.
11 is used for the total economy, Eq. 11 directly connects the balance of payment with the ver-
tical asymptote of the valuation ratio. When Eq. 11 is used for the government sector, Eq. 11
connects budget deficit (and a minus government saving) with the vertical asymptote of the
valuation ratio in the government sector, where q a aG G
G
G
G
G
G
i
s s i
∫ = /  plays an important role,
using the output of the government sector, YG, for the denominator of each parameter. In this
case, if the output of the total economy, Y, is used instead of YG, government surplus/deficit to
output, shown by ( )s i G- , is now directly comparable to the balance of payment, s - i.
( )s i G- 13) is shown using the ratio of government output to total output, YG / Y, as,
( ) ( ) / .s i s i Y YG G G- = - ◊ (12)
where ( ) ( ) /s i s s
s iG G G G
G
G
G
G
- = - = -Ê
ËÁ
ˆ
¯˜
1 1q a a .
Let me now summarize in detail the relationship between taxes and government expendi-
tures (that excludes investment).14)
1. GDP C I I E S IPRI G G= + + + + -( ) ( )  holds in ex-ante equilibrium, where GDP shows
supply and the RHS shows demand and also, government outlays are defined as the sum of in-
vestment, IG, and expenditures, EG.
2. GDP T C I I E T S IPRI G G- = + + + - + -( ) ( ) , where T is taxes and EG is expenditures.
GDP T C I I E T S IPRI G G- - - = + - + -( ) ( ). Define S GDP T CPRI ∫ - - .
3. S I I E T S IPRI PRI G G- = + - + -( ) ( ). Now define S T EG G∫ - .
4. Then, ( ) ( ) ( )S I S I S IG PRI- = - + -  holds. Note that if the current external balance is
set equal to the RHS, this equation shows the relationship in equilibrium ex-ante. The equa-
tion also holds ex-post. Therefore, budget surplus/deficit is shown using taxes, expenditures,
and investment:
13) In the government sector, its saving as “taxes less expenditures” is independent of its investment.
How can we determine the influences of saving on the growth rate and the rate of rental to
capital? I treat SG, similarly to IG: if SG<0, a minus SG will offset the effect of IG on the growth
rate of output, gY*, and the ratio of rental to capital. I express this idea as the opportunity cost of
a minus government saving. Note that the higher IG or  iG = IG / YG, the higher gY*.
14) I am thankful to Dr. Kazuhiro Igawa for his sincere advice and discussion. I pay attention to the
saving in the government sector: S T EG G∫ - ,  which is more important to the decrease in deficit
than government expenditures. Bayley, M. G. [1971] uses the difference between government
expenditures and taxes.
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( ) .S I T E IG G G- = - - 15) (13)
The literature shows Eq. 13 by divided it with GDP. For simplicity, assume that the cur-
rent external balance is zero (or, S = I) and government expenditure, EG, is replaced by govern-
ment consumption, CG. Then, GDP C I I C C SPRI PRI G G= + + + = +( ) , where GDP is equal
to national disposable income. Therefore, I use a symbol, Y, where GDP = NDI. Justified
by this equality, I modify both wages and rental using the sum of consumption and saving and
a function of consumption, (rho/r)(c). When, I divide Eq. 13 by Y, ( )s i t e iG AX G G- = - -  is
shown.
Eq. 13 makes it possible to interpret the EU 3% rule for government deficit. This is dis-
cussed in empirical results soon below.
2.3 Comparison of the valuation ratio of consumption with the valuation ratio of capital
In this section, first I will present the valuation ratio of consumption stock, v V CC C STOCK∫ / ,
and then compare it with the valuation ratio of capital above. By comparing both valuation
ratios, I will find how each character of the two valuation ratios differs each other and also how
the function of consumption works in the long-term between capital and consumption: if the
situation is saving-oriented, the valuation ratio of consumption is higher than that of capital,
15) The relationship between taxes and government output is shown neglecting interest paid as
follows: T S I E I S C YG G G G G G= - + + = + =( ) ,which implies that taxes always equals government
output. Also, when interest paid, net, of national debts, RDEBT, is introduced, the relationship
between budget and primary balance is shown as ( ) ( ) .( )S I S I RG PRIMARY G DEBT- = - +
Note: The vetical asymptote of v = V/K to beta*, alpha/i, becomes higher if alpha
is higher than i. For Case 1, a = 0.1 and i = 0.15, for Case 2, a = i =
0.15, and for Case 3, a = 0.1 and i = 0.15
Figure 1 alphaGOLDEN = i · beta* and the valuation ratio, vk = Vk / K, by beta* (1)
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and vice versa.
Before starting, I will explain the circumstances lying behind the conventional (in the
absence of technological progress) golden rule, by citing some of important statements in Joan
Robinson [1962, 226]. For the modified technology golden rule, I integrate a function of
consumption with the Cobb-Douglas production function. Robinson investigated a history of
the golden rule citing R. F. Kahn [1959] and J. Desrousseaux [1961] besides herself and her
pupils, and supposes the golden rule, but without technology and consumption/utility func-
tion.16) She finalizes the proposition of the golden rule as, “When we think of the proposition
in terms of the condition that the workers consume the whole wage and capitalists save the
whole profit it appears somewhat mysterious. When we realize that it does not matter at all
who does the saving so long as the rate of profit is equal to the rage of growth, it seems fairly
obvious.” For this justification, I used three kinds of saving ratios which are wholly replaced
by the ratio of consumption to output [Kamiryo, 2005b]. Also, I stress here that wages and
profits/rental are not given while consumption and saving are given in disposable income and
that the golden rule will be completed through newly estimating wages and rental at output =
income, Y.
Now, the valuation ratio of consumption is formulated by using the discount rate for con-
sumers,  rho or r, instead of r = r*, but using g gY C* *=  under convergence with a fixed alpha.
For the valuation ratio of consumption, I need a new concept of consumption stock which is
comparable with capital stock. However, this concept is only justified in that a final purpose
is to compare the valuation ratio of consumption with the valuation ratio of capital.
Since rho r rho r r c= = ◊ -( / ) / ( )1 a  and rho rho r
i
gC=
◊
◊ ◊
a
b
( / )
,
*
*
v
rho r
rho r iC
= ◊◊ - ◊
a
a b
( / )
( / ) ,* (14)
where the valuation ratio of consumption V C
gC C
=
-r *
 and
consumption stock (as a new concept) C CSTOCK = r .
Similarly to vK, the vertical asymptote and the curvature are obtained as,
16) Joan Robinson [1962, 226] states: “consumption per man employed is at the maximum when all
profits are saved and all wages spent follows immediately when we combine a Keynesian theory
of profits with a properly articulated neo-classical production function.”
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v
i r
i rC
= -
-
( / )( / )
( / )( / ) .*
a r
b a r
(15)
where ( / )( / )a ri r  shows both the vertical asymptote and the curvature.
The valuation ratio of consumption, vC, differs from the valuation ratio of capital, vK, by the
introduction of (rho/r).
1. If (rho/r) < 1, vC > vK holds (as seen in Asian countries).
2. If (rho/r) = 1, vC = vK holds.
3. If (rho/r) > 1, vC < vK holds (as seen in most EU countries).
Proposition 4: If (rho/r) = 1 or consumption is equal to wages (the ratio of consumption to
output is equal to the ratio of wages to output), the valuation ratio of consumption equals the
valuation ratio of capital. If (rho/r) < 1 or consumption is less than wages (the ratio of con-
sumption to output is less than the ratio of wages to output), the valuation ratio of consumption
is higher than the valuation ratio of capital, and vice versa.
Proposition 5: If an economy is much saving-oriented, vC > vK holds and consumption is more
stimulated in the long-term. If an economy is much consumption-oriented, vC < vK holds and
saving is more stimulated in the long-term.
The above Proposition 4 proves that optimum consumption in income and maximized
rental in output are compatible with each other when the discount rate for income is equal to
the rate of rental for output, where income equals output.
Next, in terms of the curvature and the asymptote, let me compare the valuation ratio of
capital, vK, with the valuation ratio of consumption, vC. Both vK and vC have the same curva-
ture of a / i. The curvature is milder when a is less than the ratio of net investment to output.
However, the asymptote of vK, a / i, is a little bit lower or higher than  the asymptote of vC,
(rho/r) a / i (see Figures 2 and 317)):
Case 1: If (rho/r) < 1, the asymptote of vK is lower than the asymptote of vC.
Case 2: If (rho/r) > 1, the asymptote of vK is higher than the asymptote of vC.
What do the above two cases suggest? For the interpretation of the above differences due to
the level of (rho/r), we need the character of beta* under convergence. High technology firms
and the private sector have much lower beta* while uncompetitive firms and the government
sector have much higher beta*. Note that the beta* of the government sector is higher than the
17) I showed these figures without expressing each exact vertical asymptote (by cutting the line of
each valuation ratio just before and after each vertical asymptote), which needs much shorter in-
terval for the values of beta*.
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beta* of the private sector. Therefore, I will extend the above two mild cases to four cases,
apart from the effective ranges of beta* (i.e., 0.7~0.95) as follows:
With beta* <<1 and a / i >>1 under a stable/matching situation:
1. If the situation is too much saving-oriented under (rho/r)<<1, the valuation value of capital
is lower than that of consumption, which in turn leads to a mitigation of too much saving-
oriented.
2. If the situation is too much consumption-oriented under (rho/r)>>1, the valuation value of
capital is higher than that of consumption, which in turn leads to a mitigation of too much
consumption-oriented.
With beta*>1 and a / i = 1 under an unstable/mismatching situation:
3. If the situation is consumption-oriented under (rho/r)>1, this combination is already mis-
matching, but it may be possible to recover from the mismatching. It is urgent to execute
structural reform so as to decrease beta*.
With beta* > 1 and a / i < 1 under an unstable/mismatching situation:
4. If the situation is consumption-oriented under (rho/r)>1, this combination is extremely
mismatching and may not lead to a shift from consumption-oriented to saving-oriented.
It is urgent to decrease both beta* and investment. A typical case is the government
sector in Japan.
4. The cost of capital and the difference between saving and investment by sector
Does budget deficit aggravate the rate of rental to capital, the growth rate of output, and
accordingly, the cost of capital? This section proves the above affirmative relationship, for-
mulating equations under convergence.
First, the difference between saving and investment by sector is summarized:
(S–I) = (SG) – IG) + (SPRI) – IPRI), where (SPRI – IPRI) = (SCORP – ICORP) + (SH – IH). (16)
For simplicity, Y = (S - I) of the total economy is the balance of payment in the open
economy, YG = (S - I)G = (SG - IG) is budget surplus/deficit, and YPRI = (S - I)PRI = (SPRI-IPRI).
When capital transfers, net, are deducted in each item, domestic saving is estimated.
1. Y Y Y= +G PRI  but, y y yπ +G PRI , if each is defined as y y∫ ∫Y Y/ , / ,Y YG G G  and
y PRI PRI PRIY∫ Y / . (17)
2. Instead, if y G Y G Y/ /∫ Y  and y y y yPRI Y PRI G Y PRI YY/ / // ,∫ = +Y  holds. (18)
3. Using YG/Y and YPRI/Y, y yG Y G GY Y/ ( / )=  and y yPRI Y PRI PRIY Y/ ( / ) ,=  where YG/Y is the
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Figure 2 The valuation ratios of K and C, vK = VK / K & vC = VC / C, to beta* by alpha/i (1)
output share of government sector and YPEI/Y is the output share of private sector.
For each sector, I will first use Eq. 17 and then for integration I will use Eq. 18. This is
because in each sector I use the ratio of an item to the output of each sector.
Second, let me confirm the relationship between the rate of saving, s, and the ratio of net
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Figure 3 The valuation ratios of K and C, vK = VK / K & vC = VC / C, to beta* by alpha/i (2)
investment to output, i. The ratio of i to s was defined as q q: / .∫ i s And, y ∫ -s i  was
shown as above. What is the relationship between y and q ? This is interestingly summa-
rized as follows:
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y q= -s( )1 18) or s =
-
y
q1
 or, (19)
y q= -i ( / )1 1  or i =
-
y
q1 1/
. (20)
Third, let me connect Eq. 20 each with the growth rate of output and the cost of capital,
under convergence, where i is used.
Since g i n nY*
*( )( )= - +
-
+=1 1
1
b
a
d a
 in Eq. 4,
g
n
n s i i sY*
*( )( )
( / )( ) .=
- +
- -
+ ∫ + ∫ -=y b
q a
y yd a1 1
1 1 1
and (21)
Since r g g
iY Y
* * *
*
- = ◊ -
Ê
ËÁ
ˆ
¯˜
a
b
1
 in Eq. 7,
r g gY Y* * * *
( / )
.- = -◊ -
Ê
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ˆ
¯˜
1 1 1q a
y b
(22)
Eqs. 21 and 22 show the case of the current external balance under convergence. The case of
budget surplus/deficit is shown similarly as:
g
n
nY G
G G G
G G
G( )
* ( )
*( )( )
( / )( ) .=
- +
- -
+=
y b
q a
d a1 1
1 1 1
(21-2)
r g gG Y G Y G G G
G G
*
( )
*
( )
*
*
( / )
.- = -◊ -
Ê
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ˆ
¯˜
1 1 1q a
y b
(22-2)
Likewise, the case of the private sector is shown as:
g
n
nY PRI
PRI PRI PRI
PRI PRI
PRI( )
* ( )
*( )( )
( / )( ) .=
- +
- -
+=
y b
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d a1 1
1 1 1
(21-3)
r g gPRI Y PRI Y PRI PRI PRI
PRI PRI
*
( )
*
( )
*
*
( / )
.- = -◊ -
Ê
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ˆ
¯˜
1 1 1q a
y b
(22-3)
When Eqs. 21 to 22-3 are used for simulation using the change in the rate of saving, the rela-
tive share of rental, alpha, will change according to Eq. 1, 1 - =a c rho r/ ( / ) , where a utility
coefficient,19) (rho/r), will change with the change in saving. Note that budget deficit shows
18) For the current external balance and budget deficit, s i∫ +y  and i s∫ - y  are used a base. For
example, in the case of the government sector, s i T C YG G G G G∫ + = -y ( ) /  holds, where T is taxes
and CG is government expenditures that excludes investment. We need to treat each influence
on the growth rate of output and the rate of rental to capital, separately using government expen-
ditures and investment.
19) I do not intend to formulate/measure a utility function in this paper. The utility coefficient con- →
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both yG < 0 and qG < 0, and if yG = 0 and qG = 1, Eq. 21-2 will be g nY G G( )* =  and the cost of
capital is still minus by the growth rate of population or employed persons: r g nG Y G G* ( )* .- = -
The above equations suggest important policies for a solution of budget deficit in the gov-
ernment sector as follows:
1. Both investment and expenditures must be basically reduced under a given capital-output
ratio so that the relative share of rental becomes plus.
2. For the improvement of deficit, yG, the increase in saving (or, a plus rate of saving through
the reduction of expenditures) is more essential than the reduction of investment alone.
3. Policy-makers must decrease the difference between saving and investment, where both
levels must be reduced carefully so that the cost of capital becomes gradually plus.
5. Empirical results and findings in the cost of capital: capital versus con-
sumption
This section briefly shows empirical results, in particular, for the relationship between the
balance of payment, budget deficit and the difference between saving and investment in the
private sector, together with each growth rate of output, the cost of capital, and the valuation
ratio of capital under convergence, using Eqs. 7, 9, and 14. The raw data by country and by
the government sector come from IFSY and GFSY, IMF. Tables 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 show em-
pirical results of twenty countries, 1996~2003, by sector.
The usefulness of these results depends on how suitably the values of (rho/r) by the level
of the ratio of consumption to output, c, are estimated by country and sector. I recognize that
each country has its own character of (rho/r). I distinguish the (rho/r) of consumption-
oriented countries and that of saving-oriented countries such as Singapore and Malaysia,
where, for example, 20% or more of employed persons’ saving is deposited by the government
until after retirement. A quadratic function of (rho/r)(c) is determined differently by the
national taste or character. This function is easily determined when capital is given by
country and sector (as in Japan). However, almost all countries do not publish capital or fixed
assets since capital estimated using the perpetual inventory method by asset is not always
trustworthy or consistent with a whole economy. Capital, I advocate, should be a value that is
consistent with an economy as a whole. Kamiryo [2004c] presented a method for estimating
nects rental or wages with consumption or saving, where output/income is the sum of consump-
tion and saving.
→
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capital under an assumption that the relative share of rental is fixed and given. This was
because a function of consumption had not been well-finalized.
Capital and rental are consistently estimated at the same time in an economy. Capital is
estimated using the capital-labor ratio, k, and rental is estimated using the function of consump-
tion, (rho/r)(c), and accordingly, the relative share of rental a. Capital and rental are basically
connected with k r w= -( / ( )) / ( / ).a a1 This equation is used either when capital is fixed
or rental is fixed externally. When we estimate capital and rental simultaneously, it is impor-
tant for us to know beforehand some characteristics and tendencies of (1) the ratio of rental to
capital, (2) the capital-labor ratio, and (3) the capital-output ratio. The above factor each has
its own lower/upper limit which is related to other factors as follows:
1. The ratio of rental to capital, r, has its upper limitation. The value of r cannot be far from
those in other countries and also too far away from the central bank interest rate due to the
existence of financial assets-neutrality.
2. The values of (rho/r) of “the private sector” are similar by country due to international
competition/globalization, where we easily find a criterion of (rho/r) by the ratio of con-
sumption to output.
The capital-labor ratio, k:
1. The capital-labor ratio, k, increases steadily by year if economic growth is stable. First
set the value of the ratio of r to the wage rate, (r/w), constant by year and see the tendency of
the capital-labor ratio: (1) If the capital-labor ratio decreases, adjust (r/w) so that the capital-
labor ratio is maintained constant year by year. In this case, economic growth is expected to
Table 1 The ratio of i to W*, i/W*, and the ratio of gy* to W*, gy*/W*, by sector
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be high. (2) If the capital-labor ratio does not decrease, economic growth is expected to be
unstable or shocked.
2. Assume a stage that r decreases gradually by year, then (r/w) will be lower by year, assum-
ing that the wage rate is constant. In this case, if the wage rate increases, (r/w) will be much
lower by year. Then, the capital-labor ratio will rise rapidly, which increases the capital-out-
put ratio rapidly so that the tendency of the capital-output ratio must be examined carefully
(see next).
The capital-output ratio, W:
1. The level of the capital-output ratio, W, helps to decide/finalize the level of the capital-la-
bor ratio. Because the capital-labor ratio does not include the level of technology, A, and the
rate of technological progress, while the capital-output ratio does: W = -k A1 a / . In other
words, the capital-output ratio is a better criterion than the capital-labor when it is measured
endogenously.
2. The capital-output ratio has its upper limit at 3 ~ 4. As I indicated in Kamiryo [IARIW,
2004b], Club DD countries cannot raise this ratio above 1, Club DA countries such as China
and India raise this ratio from 1 to 2 or 3, while Club AA (advanced) countries must maintain a
constant level below 3 ~ 4.
The relative share of rental, a:
1. The relative share of rental, a, is the product of the capital-output ratio and the ratio of
rental to capital: a = ◊W r. As pointed out by Solow [1958], the value of a usually remains
relatively constant (except for financial crisis and/or changing stages). From the relationship
of a = ◊W r,  I indicate that the value of a usually falls between 8 to 15%.
2. When a changes unnaturally in the above range, I review the contents of the utility coeffi-
cient, (rho/r), and national taste hidden in 1 - =a c rho r/ ( / ), together with the utility coeffi-
cient to capital, (rho/r)W, in the function of consumption to capital, ( ) ( / ) .* *1 - = ◊a
i
rho r W W
3. Finally, all in all, I will estimate capital and rental by country and by year, taking into con-
sideration the exchange rate, CPI, and the Central Bank interest rate. After repeating the
above processes by country, estimation of capital and rental will approach better result, where
“measurable” is the beginning of fact findings.
Next, let me first summarize the relationship between the balance of payment or the cur-
rent balance, budget deficit, and the difference between saving and investment in the private
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sector. Among twenty countries after 1996, the balance of payment is plus in many countries,
except for India, Brazil, Philippines, the US, and the UK. However, budget deficit is minus in
almost all countries, except for Singapore, Canada, Russia, New Zealand, and Sweden (but not
in 2003). Nevertheless, all the countries show each a plus difference between saving and
investment in the private sector, except for Philippines, the US, Australia, New Zealand, and
the UK (though not always). Extreme cases are: (1) Japan has maintained a plus balance of
payment, but with an extreme budget deficit, and (2) the US and the UK (not always) show
each a minus balance of payment and a minus deficit.
Does budget deficit lower the growth rate? Or, does budget deficit significantly aggra-
vate the cost of capital in the government sector? Both are facts and proved using equations
above. Democratic countries spend government saving for expenditures with excessive
investment, beyond its limit in order to win elections. Budget deficit makes the growth rate of
output of the government sector extremely minus: for example, this rate is minus 10%, which
implies that national assets decreases by that amount, resulting in an assets-deflation. There
are several cases for the same limit of 3% (sG-iG) EU rule: if sG = 0, iG = - 3%. The countries
show a plus rate of government saving are Korea, China, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia
(nearly), Thailand, Canada, Russia, Australia (nearly), New Zealand, and Sweden. These
countries can recover from deficit rather easily. Extreme cases on average are: Japan, 40%
(of government output), India, 70%, Brazil, 30%, Philippines, 20%, the US, 10%, the UK, 5%,
Germany, 8%, France, 10%, and Italy, 6%. Among these countries, Japan, the US, and the
UK have aggravated each level.
The growth rates of output of all the government sectors show plus under convergence,
except for some periods after 1996. However, the ratio of rental to capital shows minus in
many countries, except for Korea, China, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, the US,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Sweden. Or, Japan, India, Brazil, Philippines, Ger-
many, France, and Italy need to turn the cost of capital each from a minus to a plus. In this
respect, the cost of capital is a key criterion for improving deficit.
A country uses a minus cost of capital for people and earns a plus cost of capital in the
private sector. However, each country has its responsibility to maintain a minimum growth
rate of output. It is definitely true that an extreme deficit aggravates the growth rate of output
as a whole. This is explained, using the mild case (“final” consumption instead of “actual”
consumption) of Japan government sector, 1996~2003, as follows:
1. The ratio of investment to output has been still kept extremely high (from 28.77% to
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12.66%). As a result, the growth rate of output under convergence is plus (from 5.85% to
2.15%), but the government share to total output has decreased (from 17.15% to 14.19%).
It is true that government output to some extent increases with an extremely high level of
Figure 1 the (rho/r) to the ratio of consumption to output by country and sector
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Table 2-1 The growth rate of output, gY*, and the cost of capital, r* - gY*, by country
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Table 2-2 The growth rate of output, gY(G)*, and the cost of capital, r(G)* - gY(G)*, in the government
sector
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Table 2-3 The growth rate of output, gY(PRI)*, and the cost of capital, r(PRI)* - gY(PRI)*, in the private
sector
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investment, but at the expense of a high level of the capital-output ratio (from 4.03 to
5.65). The actual growth rate of government output has been unstable: e.g., in 2002 it was -
13.94%.
2. Budget deficit has increased from 33.34 % to 64.99 %, and the cost of capital has been
minus (from -6.13% to -2.07%). The valuation value of government capital has decreased,
calling in assets-deflation and yet, the capital-output ratio has passed the range of limit. In
this sense, if government investment is partly replaced by private investment, the growth rate
of total output will increase more definitely.
6. Conclusions
This paper shows the basics of the ratio of rental to capital, the growth rate of output, the
cost of capital, the valuation ratio, each under convergence, and the arrangement for the
differences between saving and investment in the total economy, the government sector, and
the private sector, with the influence on the cost of capital and the valuation ratio by
sector. The cost of capital in this paper differs from the user costs of capital in the literature
in several points: (1) the cost of capital is endogenous under convergence while the user costs
of capital is exogenous in the current situation, (2) the cost of capital is that after deducting the
growth rate of output while the user costs of capital corresponds with the ratio of rental to
capital in the current situation (without deducting the growth rate), and (3) the cost of capital is
divided into the two sectors while the user costs of capital cannot since the government sector
assumes that gross operating surplus equals depreciation (or rental is zero).
The difference between saving and net investment by sector is shown using the balance of
payment = budget surplus/deficit + the difference between saving and net investment in the
private sector. For the total economy and the private sector, I need each a function of
consumption and a function of consumption to capital, together with a utility coefficient, (rho/r),
and a utility coefficient to capital, (rho/r)W, which enables all the equations are completed
under convergence. Variables are expressed using the ratio of investment to output each as an
independent variable. By so doing, the difference between saving and net investment by
sector is connected with the growth rate of output and the cost of capital. In these cases, a
technology-golden rule (comparable to the golden rule of Phelps [1961, 65]) works in the total
economy and the private sector.
For empirical analysis, this paper showed interesting results by country and by sector, ap-
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plying the above functions to the data available in IFSY, IMF.20) Without the function of con-
sumption and accordingly, the function of investment, my equations were not completed,
where I find that the difference of national taste by country is significantly important in these
functions. The difference of national taste by country or by club will be further discussed in
IARIW, Finland, 2006. It is vital for an economy first to have beta closer to beta*, through
structural reform. However, even if beta* is within reach the growth rate under convergence
will be extremely low under extreme deficit, as shown in Japan. Empirical comparisons of
the government sector by country will be discussed in Kamiryo [2006], Finland, IARIW.
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Appendix The relationship between gross and net investment and depre-
ciation
This appendix discusses the relationship between gross and net investment and deprecia-
tion, using the ratio of gross investment to capital, the growth rate of capital, and the deprecia-
tion rate. The literature assumes that the depreciation rate is given under an exogenous
growth model. When an endogenous growth model is used, what is the relationship between
the growth rate of capital (using net investment after depreciation) and an endogenous depre-
ciation rate? I will discuss this issue when the growth rate of capital is endogenously mea-
sured.
Saving is directly related to net investment after depreciation. The literature shows net
investment after deducting depreciation using given depreciation or a depreciation rate.21) I
indicate that net investment is closely related to depreciation under both the current and con-
vergence situations, and accordingly, an endogenous growth rate of capital (using net invest-
ment) is closely related to an endogenous rate of depreciation. For simplicity, it is reasonable
to assume that the ratio of gross investment to capital is two times the growth rate of capital.
In this case, a given/exogenous depreciation rate will be examined together with a discussion of
whether the depreciation rate should reflect technology and the rate of technological progress
under convergence.
First I discuss the above issue using net investment and depreciation. Second, I replace
net investment with gross investment, where I expect the same results as the use of net
investment. In both approaches, I introduce two cases: (1) gross investment is depreciated
from the current period/year, and (2) gross investment is depreciated from the next period/year
as in the literature, where I expect a negligible difference between the two cases. Let me start
with the first case that uses net investment with definitions:
INET(t) is net investment after deducting total depreciation that is the sum of the deprecia-
tion for the capital at the beginning of the period, K(t-1), and the depreciation for gross invest-
ment during the current period t. Net investment is shown as,
I I D I I KNET t GROSS t EP t GROSS t DEP t GROSS t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),= - = - + -d 1 (A1)
where D I KEP t DEP t GROSS t t( ) ( ) ( )( )= + -d 1  and
21) D. W. Jorgenson and Z. Griliches [1967, Eq. 14 on page 277] show K I Kt t t+ = + -1 1( ) ,d  where
gross investment is not depreciated at the current year, and thus, d = D KEP t/ .
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I I KNET t GROSS t DEP t DEP t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) .= - - ◊ -1 1d d
Then, I can connect Eq. A1 with the growth rate of capital (or, the growth rate of “net” invest-
ment to capital) as,
g K K
K
I
K
I I K
KK t
t t
t
NET t
t
GROSS t DEP t GROSS t t
t
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
.∫ - = = - +-
- -
-
-
1
1 1
1
1
d (A2-1)
Or, g
I
KK t
GROSS t DEP t
t
DEP t( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
,=
-
-
-
1
1
d
d (A3-1)
where if ( ( ) / ,( ) ( ) ( )I KGROSS t DEP t t DEP t1 1- >-d d  gK t DEP t( ) ( ) ,> d  if  ( ( ) /( ) ( )I KGROSS t DEP t t1 1- -d  =
dDEP (t), gK t( ) = 0, and, if ( ( ) / ,( ) ( ) ( )I KGROSS t DEP t t DEP t1 1- <-d d gK t DEP t( ) ( ) .< d Note by defi-
nition that depreciation includes the depreciation for gross investment in the current period and
that total depreciation is larger than the depreciation for the initial capital.
Now let me go to the second case: When gross investment is depreciated in the next pe-
riod (as in Jorgenson and Griliches [1967], the above equations will be:
g K K
K
I
K
I K
KK t
t t
t
NET t
t
GROSS t DEP t t
t
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
,∫ - = = - ◊-
- -
-
-
1
1 1
1
1
d
 or (A2-2)
g
I
KK t
GROSS t
t
DEP t( )
( )
( ) .= -
-1
d (A3-2)
Now assume that the minimum of the ratio of gross investment to capital, I KGross t t( ) / -1 , is
zero, the growth rate of investment to capital equals the depreciation rate. This assumption is
justified when the disposal of assets/capital differs from investment. When the disposal is in-
cluded in gross investment, I KGross t t( ) / -1 may be minus. Then, a minus growth rate of capital
is more than the depreciation rate, but showing a minus value.
In both cases, a special condition of I DGROSS t EP t( ) ( )=  (or net investment=0) constitutes a
base for investment since “saving” is not used for gross investment. Only when gross invest-
ment is more than depreciation, the difference between gross investment and depreciation is
supplied by saving. In other words, net investment always matches saving. When gross
investment is less than depreciation, net investment is negative and, as a result, saving will be
negatively used or borrowings are collected.
In both cases, what is the relationship between the growth rate of capital and the deprecia-
tion rate? Reforming Eq. A3-1, the depreciation rate is defined as,
d DEP t GROSS t K t t
GROSS t t
I g K
I K( )
( ) ( )
( )
,∫ - ◊
+
-
-
1
1
(A4)
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where assuming I KGross t t( ) / ,- =1 0  d DEP t K tg( ) ( ) ,=  g
I
I KK t DEP t
GROSS t
GROSS t t
( ) ( )
( )
( )
.= =
+ -
d
2 1
22)
(A5-1)
Eq. A5-1 indicates that the growth rate of capital using net investment is almost equal to the
depreciation rate.23) When d DEP t K tg( ) ( ) ,π  how can the depreciation rate is determined?
This is discussed in the second approach below when the ratio of gross investment to capital is
introduced.
The above result is more simply shown when gross investment is depreciated in the next
period (as in Jorgenson and Griliches [1967]. Eq. A5-1 is more simply shown using Eq. A2-2
as:
Assuming I KGross t t( ) / ,- =1 0  d DEP t K tg( ) ( ) ,=  g
I
KK t DEP t
GROSS t
t
( ) ( )
( )
.= =
-
d
2 1
(A5-2)
Since gross investment equals the sum of net investment plus depreciation, Eq. A5-2 shows
that net investment equals depreciation. In the case of Eq. A5-1, if I assume that gross invest-
ment in its denominator is zero, the same result will be obtained. In short, net investment and
depreciation are dual or supplementary to gross investment.
Second, let me introduce into the above two cases the ratio of gross investment to capital,
gK(GROSS)t. First, for the case that gross investment is depreciated at the current period,
g
I
K
I I K
KK GROSS t
GROSS t
t
NET t DEP t GROSS t t
t
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
.∫ = + +
-
-
-1
1
1
d (A6-1)
Second, for the case that gross investment is depreciated at the next period,
g
I
K
I K
KK GROSS t
GROSS t
t
NET t DEP t t
t
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
,∫ = + ◊
-
-
-1
1
1
d (A6-2)
g
g
I
I
K GROSS t
K t
GROSS t
NET t
( )
( )
( )
( )
=  always holds. In the above Eq. A5-2,
g gK GROSS t K t DEP t( ) ( ) ( )= =2 2d  holds. (A7)
This result was already suggested in Eq. A5-2.
 Finally, let me discuss an endogenous depreciation rate under convergence. In my en-
dogenous growth model, the growth rate of output equals the growth rate of capital, both of
22) Compare with Eq. A5-2: If d DEP t GROSS t
t
I
K( )
( )=
-2 1
 holds, it is more useful to the development of
growth models.
23) E.g., if IG = 3, gK = 0.08, K = 15, then d = 0.1 holds. If IG = 3, DEP = 1.8, K = 15, then gK = 0.08
and d
 
= 0.1 hold. Assuming that gK = d, this rate is 0.0909.
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which come from an endogenous rate of technological progress. Since we cannot take into
consideration the ratio of gross investment to capital under convergence, is it possible for us to
assume that the ratio of gross investment to capital is two times the growth rate of capital under
convergence? If this assumption is acceptable, net investment will be equal to depreciation.
Then, the growth rate of capital equals the depreciation rate under convergence, which in turn
fully reflects technological progress. This depreciation rate is measured as a whole in my
endogenous growth model and differs from the depreciation rate exogenously given in the
literature. Yet, it is useful to compare both depreciation rates in terms of technological
progress.
 Proposition 6: If gross investment is known and depreciated at the next period, the growth
rate of gross investment is the sum of the growth rate of net investment plus the depreciation
rate.
Proposition 7: If the growth rate of capital is endogenously measured under convergence, the
corresponding depreciation rate under convergence reflects technological progress since the
growth rate of output/capital is measured by an endogenous rate of technological
progress. Since we cannot measure the ratio of gross investment to capital under conver-
gence, the growth rate of output/capital will be equal to the deprecation rate, using an assump-
tion that the minimum limit of gross investment is zero.
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Figure A-1 The valuation ratio of capital: with i, beta*, and alpha
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Figure A-2 The valuation ratio of consumption, vC: with i, beta*, alpha, and (rho/r)
